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Wisdom
Wise: marked by deep understanding, keen discernment, 
and a capacity for sound judgment.

Merriam-Webster

 Deep understanding

 Discerning

 Sound judgment
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Knowledge
Knowledge:  the fact or condition of knowing something with 
familiarity gained through experience or association;  
acquaintance with or understanding of a science, art, or 
technique; the fact or condition of being aware of something.

Merriam-Webster

 Experience

 Understanding (basic, not “deep”)

 Awareness (“Were you aware that there was a Fifth Beatle?)
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Information
Information:  the communication or reception of 
knowledge or intelligence; knowledge obtained from 
investigation, study, or instruction.

Merriam-Webster

 “Reception” (“I am informed that…”)

 …of “knowledge” or “intelligence”
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Data
Data:  factual information (such as measurements or statistics) 
used as a basis for reasoning, discussion, or calculation; includes 
both useful and irrelevant or redundant information and must be 
processed to be meaningful; information in numerical form that 
can be digitally transmitted or processed.

Merriam-Webster

 A “basis” for something more

 Not meaningful unless “processed” (needs context) 
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Trivia
Trivia:  unimportant matters.

Merriam-Webster
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How Wisdom is Different 
 “A train is coming…”

 “Drugs are available…”

 “It’s only a few pictures…”

“The prudent see danger and take refuge,
but the simple keep going and pay the penalty.”

Proverbs 27:12
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Earthly and Heavenly Wisdom
Wisdom (Earthly): marked by deep understanding, keen 
discernment, and a capacity for sound judgment.

Merriam-Webster

Wisdom (Heavenly): “…the wisdom that comes from 
heaven is first of all pure; then peace-loving, considerate, 
submissive, full of mercy and good fruit, impartial and 
sincere.”

James 3:17
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A “Trivia Society” 
Wisdom

Knowledge

Information

Data

Trivia
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The Permanency of Writing
 Electronic Media

 “When you hear it, you know.  When you read it, it's 
history.”

 Print Medium 
 “When you hear it, you wonder.  When you read it, you 

know.”

 Libel > serious than slander.
 Cyber vs. “Playground” bullying  
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Wisdom in E-mailing
DON’T PRESS SEND!

Be in your “right mind” (don’t drink and e-mail; don’t e-mail angry)

Let the draft sit.

Delete the recipient.

Open a Word doc.

Consider your audience.

Who else needs to know?

Who does not need to know?
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Wisdom in E-mailing

Praise in public, do not punish in e-mails.

Avoid gossip, slander, half-truths, rumor, innuendo (“Just 
the facts, ma’am”).

Appropriate use of humor can be fun.  Inappropriate 
use of humor can cost someone his job.
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Wisdom in E-mailing
Write for “Mom” and “The State 
Newspaper.”

Don’t “manage by e-mail.”

Management vs. Leadership (Anglicisms 
of “Leadership” in many other languages)
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Problem E-mailers
The “Blind Forwarder”

The “We are the World-er”

The “I Am An Island-er”

The “Unfiltered”

The “Lazy”

The “Clueless”

The “Irresponsible”

The “Everybody has the company’s interests at heart”
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Internet

Great for research.

Wealth of information.

A “Horizontal Tower of Babel.”

Pornography, “off limits” sites.

“What is the organization’s Internet Policy” vs. “where is my heart?” 
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Social Media
 Use in moderation. 

 If participate, all e-mail rules apply.

 Would you hire this person?

 Is this “post” worth my job?

 “Can’t wait for our vacation this weekend!”

 Use of time—“good” competes with “best.”

 May put us at “trivia” stage (4 levels beneath Wisdom). 
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E-Mail, Social Media and Other 
Ways To Hurt Ourselves 

The Internet Hall of Fame
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Do We Have a Plan?

Strategic

Operational 

Tactical
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“We’ve Got to ‘Do Something!’”
TRUTH GOOD AND EVIL VALUES MORALS GRAND STRATEGIC 

VISION

LAWS STANDARDS STRATEGIC OPERATIONAL ENVIRONMENT

AUTHORITY RISK CONSTRAINTS RESTRAINTS STRATEGY

SUPPORT TIME CRISIS ACTION DELIBERATE PLAN

RESOURCES EXIT STRATEGY TERMINATION 
CRITERIA 

END STATE

(“VICTORY”) EXECUTION
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Journey of a 1000 Miles…

24901
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Wise People Plan Deliberately
 Deliberate Planning:  the preparation of plans that occur in 

non-crisis situations; used to develop plans for a broad range of 
activities based on requirements identified in a larger strategic 
plan.  Deliberate plans provide the means to translate strategy 
into executable plans.

 Crisis Action Planning:  a process involving the time-
sensitive development of a plan in response to an imminent 
crisis.  Crisis action planners base their plan on the 
circumstances that exist at the time planning occurs. 
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What do you Need  
to Form the Plan?

Understand the “strategic” environment.

Understand the “operational” environment.
• Katrina and Minnesota

Strategic guidance
• Is there any?
• Has anyone even thought of strategy?
• Ask “why?”

• Why are we doing this?  
• What problem are we trying to solve?  
• What is broken?  Is anything broken?

• End state (What does “victory” look like?)
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Forming the Plan

Are we proceeding from “need” to “solution,” or “assets” to “use of them?”

Termination criteria
• How do we get out—what is the exit strategy?
• Pottery Barn Rule… “if you break it, you buy it.”

Authority 
• Can we legally do this?

Resources
• Can we practically do this?
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Forming the Plan 
Constraints 

• What must we do?

Restraints
• What can’t we do?

Time 
• How long will this take?

Support
• Who has our back?  Anyone?
• Is everyone with an interest on board?
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We Have a Plan!  
Who Will Execute It?

 The talent pool
 “Raging sense of entitlement”
 Communication skills

 Eye contact (Can we hold an effective meeting?  Job interview?)
 Phone calls
 Writing (Are our sentences all acronyms?)
 Coping skills (“Everyone got a trophy…why doesn’t everyone get the same 

job?”)
 Attention span / focus
 “Ready on Day 1?  How about Year 5?”
 Employee 101

 How deep is our bench?
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How to Acquire Wisdom 
Live your life.

• “Good judgment comes from experience, and experience comes from bad 
judgment.”

Study successful people.

Study and avoid unlucky people.

“Keep your mind on your matter.”

Stay in your lane.

Read.
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How to Acquire Wisdom 
Use your time intentionally.

Don’t substitute someone else’s judgment for yours, 
unless the other person’s judgment is better than yours.  

“Smart people learn from their mistakes.  Wise people 
learn from other people’s mistakes.”

Study history, don’t try to erase it.
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Wise People…
Nurture Mind-Body-Spirit (Ex., the morning parole hearing). 

Are accountable. 

Are not afraid to walk into The Promised Land.

Stay in their lane.

Don’t entice others to leave their lanes.

Remain silent (keep options open), BUT
• Never fail to speak up.
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Wise People…
Recognize danger.

Ensure that their word is their bond (“Yes” is “Yes”).

Choose the right medium. 

Judiciously use social media.

Don’t press send.

Keep their houses in order (“Scuzz out your area!”).
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Wise People…
Have no problem being a minority of one. 

Have an audience of One.

Listen.

Are in a position to hear.

Weigh options.

Define victory.
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Wise People…
Ask “why?”

Keep it simple (“Napoleon's Private”).
• Ensure the plan is communicated and understood.

Consider their origins (Ask their Creator).

Read.

Abhor a plateau. 

Focus.

Plan.
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Wise People…
Lead and don’t just manage.

• My haircut and John Wooden

Are accountable.  

“Mistakes were made…and no one made them.”

Smell a trap. 

Follow lawful orders, but never abandon common sense.

Avoid “group think” (unless the group is wise).

Understand the difference between “change” and “progress.”
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Wise People…

Don’t fix what is not broken.

Think about morale.

Nip it in the bud.
• A little yeast.
• “But it was just lunch.  Everybody has to eat lunch.”

Manage expectations.

Understand inertia.

Think about morale.  (Yes, it’s on this slide twice—it’s that important!)
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Wise People…
Set the example.

Know how much the envelope holds.

Don’t walk by something that’s wrong. 

Do what they can, when they can.

Are not consumed with guilt.

Don’t beat themselves up.
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Wise People…
Know that a loser is not someone who gets knocked down, but someone who refuses to 
get back up.

Have reasonable attention spans.

Take appropriate chances/get into the fight.

Long to hear, “Well done, good and faithful servant.”

Are not lukewarm.

Are not envious. 
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Wise People…
Support others.

Understand that it’s amazing how much can get done when no one cares who gets the 
credit for it.

Understand the difference between a contract and a covenant.

Spot issues (legal and otherwise).

Don’t value forgiveness over permission.

Respect deadlines, but are not driven by them.
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Tough Decisions

https://www.dropbox.com/s/fgh65hz154g2ewg/911-
clip.mp4?dl=0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z1gpJyFHETw

National Geographic "Inside 9/11" Disc 2 "War On 
America"
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Wise People Are…

Adults
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Final Thoughts…
“This is the way we’ve always done it.”

• “blood-letting” and “The Hindenburg.”

‘This is the way everyone else does it.”

“One size fits all” is great…if all are the same size.

“Can we?” vs. “Should we?” (permissive vs. perfect will)

Who pays?

Crisis of Competence (Competence—Standards—Values)
• The “vanishing book report” and “turn signals”
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Final Thoughts…

“No plan survives contact with the enemy.”

• --Helmuth von Moltke the Elder

“Nothing is impossible for the man who does not have to 
do it.”
• --A. H. Weiler

“Nearly all men can stand adversity, but if you want to test 
a man’s character, give him power.”
• --Abraham Lincoln
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Final Thoughts…

The Rich Man’s Driver
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Questions?
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